
Dear Mr. or Mrs., / not used in formal style  

Dear Sir or Madame, 

I am writing in connection with request for a job in your company. , I am very sorry, but I will not start 

my work next week. Unfortunately, I am not able to start it in agreed terms because I have health 

problems right now. I'm am (you need to use a full form in formal style) in the hospital, my doctor 

started treating my leg, and he advised me to stay home this week. 

First of all, I want to say thank you for the work offered to me. I dream of starting work in your 

company. Secondly, I want to describe my situation, how it happened. On In the morning of the fourth 

of May, I decided to fix my car in my garage. There was a very heavy metal object on the wall and 

suddenly iIt fell on my foot. It was very hard for me, and I screamed so that my neighbor came to my 

aid. After that he called a doctor. Now, I am feeling well.(Слишком много деталей, которые посчитают 

как “irrelevant information’’) 

Finally, I want to start my work, I have a lot of thoughts for our projects. I promise (too informal, you 

should say ‘I guarantee/ I assure”) I will go to work next week. 

Thank you very much for your attention. I apologize for these inconveniences one more time. (в конце 

нужно еще раз извиниться за приносимые неудобства) 

Yours faithfully, 

Anastasia Kirsanova (you have to use your surname as well in formal style)  

Words 174 

It’s a nice letter! You did a great job!  

Task achievement:  

- Answered all parts of the question 

- Presented detailed mostly relevant ideas 

- Fully explained these ideas 

Coherence and cohesion:  

- Structured all your answers mostly logically 

- Included the reason for writing (should be written properly)! 

- Used cohesive linking words accurately (first of all, secondly, finally)  

-  

Vocabulary:  

• Try to vary your vocabulary using accurate synonyms 

• Be very attentive with the style of words used in the formal letter 

Grammar:  

• Use a variety of complex sentences not only simple ones. 

• Check your writing for errors: 

In the morning/ in the afternoon/ in the evening – we use preposition “in”  



• Don’t use shortening in the formal style, for example  use “do not” instead if “don’t”, “I am” 

instead of “I’m” 

 

Band Score 4.5-5.0 

It is certainly true that some adults think that children’s free time should be useful for education. I want 

to describe both sides (you said “both sides” and what is the second side? I can see in your introduction 

sentence only one) and include my examples and my own experience. 

On the one hand, I agree that our children should be able to spend a lot of free time for on useful books, 

watch difficult educational TV show and so on. In fact, in our difficult (repetition-повтор, use “hard/ 

complicated”) time we must a lot of know a lot because it is gives us different chances shuns for our 

happy and very rich livfe. For example, children read much a lot of different books such as about/ 

concerning our earth, adventures of some famous people, scientific literature, different craft and so on,. 

Tthey know a lot of useful think things which their help  them for life to find a job where they will earn 

be big salary and they will be at the top of the success. (if you leave this sentence this big, it would be 

very difficult to understand and remember the information at the beginning of it, divide it in two 

sentences).  

On the other hand, I disagree with people who think that children must be to spend their free time for  

on education because children must have leisure for their true and healthy life. For example, after 

lesson children have some rest such as visit to a friend, cinema, theatre and walk to park to for ride a 

bicycle or skate. Moreover, (более того или хотя?) However, they want to go to a swimming pool with 

their family. Children love to travail travel on  by sea.  Also, they lovely to spend free time in 

entertainment park entertainment. 

In conclusion, I believe that parents will be to give their children a lot of the best/excellent education 

and such more rest ?(not clear). If they will do not give let them rest, children we they will get very 

nervoues young people. 

Word 255   

Band Score: 5.0 

Task achievement: 

- Answered all parts of the question 

- Presented relevant ideas 

- Tried to explain these ideas 

- Supported them with relevant examples 

Coherence and cohesion: 

- structured your answer in a quiet logical way 

- included introduction and conclusion 

- supported main point with the examples 

- used cohesive words mostly accurately  

• be very attentive when you mention both ideas and describe only one in the introduction 



Vocabulary: 

• try to vary your vocabulary using accurate synonyms 

• check your words for spelling and word formation mistakes (life – a noun, to live – a verb, health 

– a noun, healthy –an  adjective, nervous, think       things, educational TV program) 

Grammar: 

- Tried to use complex sentence, but not always they are built correctly 

• Check your writing for errors 


